INTRODUCTION
poetry and drama. It is the most spontaneous and simple because the
poet does not struggle against his poetic instinct; he gives himself over
to it, but without forgetfulness of his previous experiences.
In spite of this, Federico considered that his theatre would benefit by
a more austere technique, progressing toward drama by the roads fur-
thest removed from lyric forms. It is curious that in Yerma, while seeking
a design simpler in elements and further purged of the ingredients of
fantasy, instead of staying closer to reality he moved away from it. Of
the trilogy contained in this book, Yerma is the play which has the small-
est number of elements directly inspired by reality. Federico turned to a
theme present in all his lyric and dramatic work - that of a frustrated
instinct for motherhood; this theme he embodied in the character that is
the most symbolic in all his theatre, perhaps the most dramatic and, I
was about to say, the most poetic.
The drama centres about the violence with which the main character
lives her personal conflict. It has been argued - a litde childishly, to my
notion - that Yerma's dramatic obsession is not entirely justified psycho-
logically, since it could have a solution. And in effect, it could have one,
and there would be no drama, by making Yerma cease to be Yerma -
that is to say, by making her cease to feel her maternal instinct tragically.
Or, with the easy solution (entirely problematical in another sense) of
changing men. It would not be worth the effort to falsify Yerma's
character by making her violate her sense of duty — another defining
trait of her character - so that afterward she might continue being*
Yerma as before. This solution is proposed in the play and rejected.
In spite of the fact that in Yerma reality appears as the well of direct
inspiration in lesser measure than in the other two plays, the secondary
characters, to my judgement, have a greater individuality than those in
Blood Wedding. In spite of Yerma's poetic atmosphere, in spite of the fact
that in it poetic speech - which continues to have that characteristic
poetic realism - is not abandoned but simply made purer, the characters
no longer live submissive to forces extraneous and superior to them-
selves, but with themselves as centres. As a case in point, I cite that the
Moon does not, as in Blood Wedding, prepare the blood's pathway. The
Pagan Crone (in all his theatre, one of the characters most alive) chooses
her own road as, fundamentally, Yerma herself does.
The drama is not determined by external accidents or, finally, by such
chance as the meeting of two persons. In Blood Wedding, a knife can be
drama's final reason. The poet is shaken that an insignificant hazard, an
inert and tiny object, should be able to put an end to the blood's live
torrent. But in Yerma the conflict is determined by a force that struggles
against itself within the soul. A violent anxiety of fertility and sterility,
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